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    About:    H = T +V,    

                  

          Confining  V=V(x):       harmonic or finite well of arbitrary depth  

  

  -  Lévy-Schrödinger  semigroups  -   additive   perturbations  of     

      nonlocal   noise generators, spectral  properties   

    

   -  Pseudo-differential   QM  -  analytic continuation in time, holomorfic    

      semigroups, unitary  dynamics,  spectral problems, nonlocally        

      induced   (ground-state)  jump-type  processes  

 
    -  Math: „spectral properties of the Cauchy or quasirelativistic  process”    (Kaleta, Kulczycki, Kwaśnicki,     

          Malecki, Stós, Lörinczi)    

       Phys: „Schrödinger-type eigenvalue problems for H= T + V”   (P.G.) 

 

                                                  Lost in  math-phys  translation: 

  

(i) graph, wedge, vertex  vs  network/lattice, link, node) 

(ii) Stochastic process in the interval  vs random motion in the infinite well 

(iii) Fractional Laplacian in the interval  vs Fractional  spectral problem in the infinite well 
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   Fractional (Cauchy) and quasirelativistic  spectral problems     
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Uses of   Lévy-Schrödinger  semigroup  kernels  

J-C.  Zambrini (1986-7) 
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Targeted stochasticity: given a predefined  pdf;   can  it  be interpreted  as  a  

unique  asymptotic  invariant  pdf  a certain  (Markovian ?) stochastic  process. 

Hint :  the ground state  (square root of the pdf)   of  the confining  semigroup   

does the job; see  the  boxed text  in the  above.      

Useful  (derived)   concept: 
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R. Carmona, (1988) 
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„Rough”    conceptual  guide:  1D Cauchy  semigroup  

P. Garbaczewski, R. Olkiewicz,  J. Math. Phys. 40, 1057, (1999) 
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 Appetizer:   ground   state of the Cauchy oscillator             Physica A   (2010)                

Full spectral problem  solved in:     P.G. , Stephanovich ,  Physica A 389, 4419, (2010)  and  Małecki, Lörinczi, J. Diff. Eqs. 253, 2846, (2012) 
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- asymptotic decay of eigenfunctions 
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  Some (minor ?)  quieries/problems  (Bielefeld, July 2012)  

  Lévy-Schrödinger  semigroups – the  induced pdf dynamics needs further exploration, no 

rigorous results about X(t) (except for the   1D  Cauchy driver, JMP 40, 1057, (1999)), sample 

path properties   basically unknown (computer-assisted  work in progress) , Markovianess not 

necessarily obvious, albeit seemingly valid   

 

Pseudo-differential   spectral problems    are hard  or intractable, only a limited number 

of solvable cases (stability of matter issues are well developed,  c.f. E. Lieb et al.,  not 

mentioned here).   Scarce analytic access to ground states  and other  eigenfunctions, not 

even mentioning the eigenvalues.   

  

                    Spectral properties- what do we know ?  

Phys: a number of plainly wrong results on eigenvalues and shapes of 

eigenfunctions in the physics oriented literature,  no explicit insight into 

elementary  confining spectral problems.    

Math:  rigorous  estimates and  approximate  spectral solutions for the 

infinite well (Cauchy  and quasirelativistic)  and  Cauchy oscillator.    

Today topics: quasirelativistic oscillator and finite well  (m>0);  m=0 

spectral  solutions as the  reference  and  the  validity control.  

                          Current status, as for  30 May 2014  
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Solving Schrödinger-type spectral problems: Cauchy oscillator and  finite well 

Computer  assisted approach: spectrum-generating algorithm 

H = T + V 

k = 1, 2, ..., 
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Cauchy oscillator  test. 
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   Cauchy oscillator: validity  treshold   for the approximate  eigenvalue  formula 

The  approximation  accuracy  treshold depends on the accepted robustness 

level.  We are inclined   to accept   n=10.    Note that „exact” values   are 

known to  be reproducible  up to 14 or more decimal digits !  Here 50 digits:  

Ex: Airy first zero   -2.3381074104597670384891972524467354406385401456724 

http://keisan.casio.com/exec/system/1180573400 
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Cauchy   finite   well   eigenvalue    problem: 

trigonometric connections ?  Not  quite …  
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Quasirelativistic harmonic 

oscillator 
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Quasirelativistic finite well  
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Spectral affinities:  Cauchy well   versus nonrelativistic well (finite but deep !) 
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Set  c= ħ = 1  and a=1.  Nonrelativistic approximation reliable for  m>10: 
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Spectral affinity / spectral convergence: an analytic argument 
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 (Non-exhaustive)  summary of points  that   need  non-amateur    math.   

- Path-wise description of a jump-type process  with killing;    

    how    do they    set    down at   the stationary (ground)  state  ?  

- A complementary   path-wise  desrcription of the  process which 

equilibrates to the  „ground state „  pdf  (trapping    in a finite well !) 

- „Spectral affinity”  /  convergence   with   mathematical   rigour:  m  to 

0    limiting behavior,   m  to   infinity   limiting behavior       

- Maximal number of bound states  in the   quasirelativistic and Cauchy   

    finite wells, from 1D to 3D 

-   Spectral problems in 3D (partial results only  for Cauchy and quasi  oscillators) 

- More refined (as much analytic  as possible)  analysis of shapes 

    of eigenfunctions. More accurate eigenvalue estimates.  

-  More  refined analysis of nonlocality  impact upon the computation of  

eigenvalues  
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Source papers:  collaboration with M. Żaba and V. Stephanovich;  

2010-2014 

J. Math. Phys. 54, 072103, (2013), Levy flights and nonlocal quantum 

dynamics, with V. S.  (general framework, lots of Fourier-related discussion,   

Cauchy  wave-packet dynamics) 

Physica A 389, 4419-4435, (2010), Levy flights in inhomogeneous 

environments, with V. S.   (spectral solution for 1D Cauchy oscillator) 

 

arXiv:1403.5668, Solving fractional Schrödinger-type spectral 

problems: Cauchy oscillator  and Cauchy well, with. M. Z.  

arXiv:1405.4724, Nonlocally-induced (quasirelativistic) bound states: 

Harmonic confinement   and the finite well, with M. Z.  


